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A Dream Play
Opens Friday!

MARCH 17, 22, 23, 24, 29, 30, 31

8:00 p.m.
LITTLE THEATRE

by Andie Dubnick
"Visual impact, movement,
flu idity, t he unexpected, the
jarring. Some of the things that
in tradition al productions are
looked on as flaws are w hat A
Dream Play is concer ned
with," began director David
Unumb. " By the same token,
the logic in the usual play is
psychologically 'true,' in terms
of character development. The
plot proceeds in a linear
fashion . But St rindberg, consciously violated th ese things .
He was intrigu ed by the dream
state, the interconnectedness
of dreams. " Unumb compared
Strindberg to Freud, noting
common interests and contemp~rary work , but does not have

was particularly aware of
Freud's work .
" I chose the play because I
always wanted to do A Dream
Play. Every director has a
stable of plays he'd like to do.
Then, too, once a year or so, I
like to do a play representing a
departure from realism , one
that is not often done except
by experim ental groups. And , I
think, university theater should
do these plays .
" In cases with difficulty and
challenging plays , like Dream
Pla.y, and A Man's A Man as
well, perhaps a production will
not be successful in all areas ,
but the growth and stretching
for director, cast, and tech
crews is well worth it, as well

be what the cast puts across to
as the new experience for the
an aud ience . But each of these
audience. And the audience
final rehearsals solves some
always ought to be take n into
problems , raises new possibilaccount.
ities, especially in the tech
" How universa l in one
areas . We are doing new th ings,
arti st's impression? This is , of
course, the question of all art. _ for instance, in lighting in the
Little Theatre that would be
To th e extent that any one
impossible in a different
m an's experience has sim il artheater. Deliberate exaggeraiti es with the experiences of
tion of costuming has provided
other men , is has sign ifican ce.
new areas of exp erim entation ,
Specific deta ils are individual ,
new expe ri e n ces, fo r th e
but t he bas ic aspec ts, th e
actors.
moments of tend ern ess, o f
" A uni versity th eater ca nnot
ni ghtma res, are famili ar to all.
sp end
all
its
tim e
in
"T he trouble with trying to
contemporary cloth es, contemtalk about a play before it has
porary
speech,
everyday
opened is that so mu ch is
events, " he finished. " The
cam paign promise , prophecies .
whole world is not Neil
And there is the chance that
Simon ."
wh at I see in my m in d may not
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Commentary
Sex Discrimination
Last week's Print carried the
summary of a report prepared
by the Northeastern chapter of
University and College Women .
of Illinois. The report consisted
of several tables purporting to
summarize " the way in which
economic discriminati9n is
being practised against women
faculty at Northeastern. " While
the ladies may be diligent
statistic gatherers, they surely
didn 't prove their case.
The data were insufficient
for the kind of definitive
conclusions that were based on
them. In the first table, the fact
that more male than female
faculty members have been
hired since 1970 is interesting,
but too imcomplete for one to
claim proof of sex descrimination. Many explanations of the
data, given its shallowness, are
possible.
For example, it's likely that
there have been more male
than female applicants , since
many more men than women
receive advanced degrees .
Further, it's possible that more
of the male applicants were
better qualified for the jobs.
The second table compares
the median monthly salaries of
male and female faculty
members. The male median
salary exceeded the female
salary for every faculty level
but instructor. This is offered
as proof that women are paid
less than men becaue of their
sex .
Once again, not excluding
sex as a factor, many other
exp lanations of the data are
possible. Perhaps the female
faculty clusters in the education department where s-alaries
may be lower than those in the
liberal arts department, in
whicl-} case it's an interdepartmental , not a sex-related
problem . Or perhaps better pay
goes to those who are more
aggressive and make a better
case for themselves. Maybe the
female faculty members take
m;re time off than the men ..

Finally , the fact theat 56 per discrimination exists nonetlie- ·
cent of the males , and only 43 less even if it is invisible, since
. per cent of the females, have the female median salary isn 't
doctorates, according to table equal to the male median.
VII , certainly accounts for Thus quota zealots transcend
som e of the disparity in
the desire for equality of
salaries .
opportunity ; where equality of
One would think that those opportunity exists, the resu Its
who complain about sex are unequal. Their demand is
discrimination would have for sociological equality of
equal opportunity as their goal.
results , achieved through overt
These are woman ready to discrimination . Such a demand
stand on their own two feet,
has Orwellian implications.
wanting neither privilege nor
For example, how does
disability because of sex.
Big Brother decide which
But no, instead they talk
groups are to be categorized?
about enforcement of HEW's
All of those groups not
affirmative action (translate:
represented in a department in
quota system) guidelines. In
proportion equal to their
other words the women are in proportion
of
the
total
the paradoxical position of population? Does that mean
condemning sex discrimina- Italians or Poles should
tion, and then demanding it.
become " disadvantaged" mi" In general an affirmative
norities? Further, should "disaction program has come to advantaged" groups be limited
mean any timetable by which
to only their proportion of the
an institution modifies its population? In such case a
entrance procedures and re- black could study all of his life
quirements so that its member- to be a biologist, only to be
ship will include certain
tu rned down because his quota
proportions of ' recognized' was filled.
racial, ethnic, or sexual
Conversely, should groups
categories." (1) These programs that are overrepr.esented comare supervised and enforced by pared to their proportion of the
HEW's Office for Civil Rights,
total population be pared back
which can cut off federal funds
to fairer numbers?
from any recalcitrant instituNot if we are dedicated to
tion. According to Paul
the American ideal that
Seabury, professor of political
individual achievement, inscience at
Berkely,
the stead of skin color, or sex, or
affirmative action quotas ethnic group, should determine
"c learly contradict the letter one's reward . Not unless we
and spi rit of the Civi I Rights
believe that Northeastern
Act (1964) as wel l as the
Department Chairmen refuse
intentions of its sponsors ,"
to hire and promote women
since Title VI I specifically because of their sex.
prohibits quotas .
In short, the U .C.W.I.
N{!vertheless, the traditional
women shouldn't capriciously
standa rd of most departments, attribute sinister causes where
namely to hire the most they don't exist.
qualified candidate of any race
Besides, cap ri c iousness may
or sex, is subverted. Lost only reinforce one of those
autonomy and diminished outmoded feminine stereoquality among faculties are types.
predictable resu Its.
Paul D. Froehlich
The implication of the
afore'mentioned tables is · that
(1) Neil Howe, " The Progress of
although particular discriminaa Bad Idea." The Alternative
. tory action on the part of the ·
March, 1973
departments can't be found.

Reply ·10

11

To reply in detail to all of
Mr. Froehlich ' s accusations
would take up quite a bit of
space, so I will not do so here.
I wish only to correct a few of
Mr. Froehlich's illusions .
Mr . Froehlich , for your
information , it was the Arabs ,
not the Jews, who started the
War of Independence in 1948.
Israel was ready to accept the
UN partition plan of 1947,
which gave Israel a total of
8,000 sq. mi., compa red with
the six Arab states surrounding
it, which have a total of
1,250,000 sq. mi ., The Arabs
did not accept the plan, and
attacked. The war was one of
self-defense, not imperialism ,
and that was the only territory
was taken. The same happened
in 1967, when Israel's life was
threatened, after guarantees
had been made by the UN and
major world powers that such a
situation would not happen
again. The Six-Day War was
fought in self-defense, not
imperialism . It was not Israel
that asked for removal of the
UN peace-keeping force, or
blocked the Straits of Tiran .
Those Arabs which left
Palestine in 1947-48, left by
choice, many times on orders
from their leaders, notably the
Grand Mufti of Jerusalem .
Radio broadcasts were made
daily from Arab count ri es
telling their brothers in
.Palestine to leave, so the
invading Arab armies could
destroy the new state without
harming the Arab population ,
and then allow them to move
back in to a land now
Judenrein - cleansed of Jews.
The Jews did not force · the
Arabs out. On the contrary, they
begged them to stay . In Haifa,
for example , sound trucks from
various Jewish labor counc ils
went to the Arab quarter,
asking, begging the Arabs to
stay; telling them that the
stories told them by the Mufti 's
radio broadcasts, that the Jews
woidd kill them. torture them

Myopia"

etc ., if they remained~ were
lies, were propaganda. But
they would not listen . They
left, and were displaced by the
war.
Mr. Froehlich , every war has
refugees . WWII created milli ons. Yet they were eventually
absorbed. Why haven 't the
Arab countries done the same
for the refugees? They have
absorbed ·some ; the educated ,
the skilled, those who could
work in the oilfields of Kuwait
and Saudi Arabia. The rest
were abandoned to the UN, to
be used as terrorists and
political pawns against Israel.
Also, Mr. Forehlich, you
seem to forget that there were
over 1/ 2 million Jews who were
expe lled from Arab countries
after Israel was created. These
refugees left not by choice,
and were stripped of their
wealth, their property confiscate d. Where were your
humanitarian concerns then?
Mr. Froehlich, if there, is_ a
myopia in this country, it is in
the fact that for four years , a
group of cold-blooded murderers has been allowed to roam
the world· at will; allowed to
slaughter civilians at international airports; to hijack
international airliners and to
blow them up (occasionally in
mid-air); allowed to kill US and
foreign diplomats; allowed to
ki ll athletes "at the Olympi c
Games. They have been
al lowed to do all this without
fear of punishment or bein:·
brought to justi ce, because
both liberals and conservatives
in this country and others are
spineless and lack the collective guts to put an end to this
international piracy. And that
we in this country must suffer
the beginnings of a federal
, police force to guard our
airports, and the beginnings of
a pol ice state, because of this
lack of leadership, is a result of
this myopia.

MARCEAU, THE GREAT, IS BACK
WITH ANEW PROGRAM!

NOW ]
[L-!!,..;~A~N:;E'1;;;W:;
MASTERPIECE
.. FROM BERNARDO BERTOLUCCI

So says the YA .. t!~'±'lil!

"'The Spider's Stratagem'.... _Bertolucci's best •film!"

IF )l:1f/CONT'/NUE TO CA~ltY
YOU~ (rI LIFE IIISUIMNCE
ON A TEl?M IAS"IS, WILL
YOU/? P!rEMIVMS t;o I.JP

(Director. " The Last Tango ih Paris" )

-Vincenl Canby. The New York Times

.. , . . SPIDER'S S1RATAGEM"
Oilec1ed tJv BerrwdoBerlolucci. Ba.l on a1t0ry1:JvJorgeluis Borges.
With Giulio Brogi and Alida VIili. lncolor. ANlw'ltlrller FilmsAelalse.

3 WEEKS ONLY
TUES. MAR. 20
thru SAT. APR. 7

EVEl?Y FIVE YEARS FOR

THE REST OF '/OUR LIFE.'i'

"Fascinating.
Bernardo
Bertolucci is
unquestionably

" 'The Spider's
Stratagem' is
Bertolucci's
most glowing·
work.

BOX OFFICE
OPEN
NOW

the most

10-6 P.M. llllily
Exe. SIii.

exciting
director of his
generation."

Engrouing !
line entertainment!"

Seats also at

the world's greatest mime

-Paul 0 . Zimmerman.

-Judith Cns1.

Newsweek

New York Magazine

assisted by PIERRE VERRY

Tickets at Box Office & By MaH
"Dazzling! A 61m of stunning impact!
One of those rare 6lms that tan be seen over ud over!"
-Norma McLain Stoop. Alter Dark
EXCLUSIVE
CHICAGO
SHOWING

Ted Rose

r!YAMARINA CINEMA 3
"i'ARINA CITY • 300 N Sutt St •

329 - 0450

ll.lil ctiedl II llltlef order fl Cmc 11Mah1, 21 l Wacker 111".Cliicacl,
Ill 11111. ,tease enclose~~ - - For llest

For information, · contact the
nearest V A office [ check your
phone book] or write: Veterans
Administration. 232X, 810
Vermount Ave ., NW, Washington, D.C. 20420.

TICKETRON

( jTHi£RE

dleict, pe altmale dayi.

Schedule & Prices
Tuesday thru Thws. (& Mon., Af,f. 2) at 8.-00
Fri. & Sat eves at 8:30
SIii. eves. at 7:30
llats. Sat & Sun. (& Wed., Af,f. 4) at 2:00

Orch.

Bale.

$8.00

$7.50. 6.50, 6.00

$7.00

Sli.50, 5.50, 5.00
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The Bureaucrats Are Coming! The Bureaucrats Are Coming!
by Andie Dubnick .
evolution of student-directed
for nine hours of courses with
learning programs is tending
Liebow and two _other instrucThere is a rumor circulating
away from freedom , away from
tors, but he did not confer with
among some students that it is
emp hasis on the student's
either of the two during the
becoming more and more
interests. They speculate that
term . He saw Martindale twi ce
difficult to do independent
"
the
system
as
it
was
before
during
the term, but otherwise
projects for major credit equal
must have been abused in
worked exclusively with Lieto more than one course. A
bow on PRINT.
some way." In the past some
few rumblings of discontent
students have, it is true, gained
Dr. Victor Dufour, Psycholowith them who are stifling us
up to 12 hours in one trimester . gy Department c hairman,
have been heard. UNI has had
for one independent project.
disagrees that misuse of
several expe rimental programs
" It has never been legal to do
options caused the change in
over the past few years, from
the procedures. Although the
Project Changeover, which · more than three hours of
·.
indepencjent
study
in
any
one
structure
of this university does
began Mini-College (.not to be
term, " stated William P.
not particularly lend itself to it,
confused with Mini University,
Moore, UNI coordinator for
he savs. " There is freedom to
\Yhich exists today) to Experiprogram development. Moore - experiment here. We're a lot
mental College, which began
said larger projects must have
better off than the Big Ten
Program for Individual Educaapproval
'and
counseling
from
schools - there too much has
tion (PIE), in addition to
advisors in at least two
transpired, there is too much
departmentally organized guiddepartments as a " formal
tradition . Here there is a
ed
(small
group)
study
safeguard
for
the
student.
This
greater
lack of definition. The
sections. The larger alternate
keeps a student's options open,
university is struggling for
programs of University Withkeeps him independent of the
identity."
out Walls, the new Board of
bias of one man, guards
But certainly independent
Governors Program, and the
aga-.inst parochialism, " he
study assignments are not
Kaskaskia Plan are broad
explained .
handed out right and left. "Yes,
sequences far beyond the
During the Winter term of·
definitely, there is more red
scope of the " independent
1969, nevertheless, Ken Davis
tape securing independent
study" proper, and beyond the
and Larry Spa~th co-edited
study projects," Tom Hoberg,
scope fo this inquiry. IndepenPRINT for a trimester and - English instructor, nods emdent study is a departmentally
earned
12 hours of credit each,
phatically. " Independent
supervised project on the level
through Experimental College.
studies print out on the
of, but' encompassing material
A "required" three-hour was
computer as single-enrollment
n-ot covered during the term of,
waived for both of them, as
classes. They are, for this
traditional classroom courses,
was a final paper for Davis .
reason and others , administraon an individual basis .
Spaeth made his course
tive nightmares. The computer,
In spite of the multiplicity of
interdisciplinary by reporting
and the administration , vastly_
programs alternate to traditionto Ely Liebow in English and
prefer the other non-traditional
al classroom instruction, there
Stan Martindale in psychology .
arrangements over the indeis an impression on the part of
Davis remembers signing up
pendent study section. I
some students
that
the

imagine this lack of administrative enthusiasm for. it is partly
because educators as ·a whol e
are a conservative lot. "
Vic Dufour adds another dimension. The_fa culty have been
asked , he said, through faculty
senate, department chairmen,
and individually, to be careful
how many independent study
projects they accepted . " I ndependent study tan be substitute for any course in the
program. And there is no limit
to how many times it can be
repeated. A student · could
theoretically graduate with 120
hours of independent study, "
he explained .
" I think the administration
was truly sensitive to a possible
problem _for the students," he
explained. " Students are going
out into a world of employers
and graduate schools which
may take a dim view of large
amounts of work listed only as
'independent.' A course with a
name gives an emRloyer or a
grad school registrar at least a
vague idea of what -a student
did.
" And , too, " ·he added ,
" perhaps. the thought occurred
that students electing independent" study might be given
short shrift by a busy
instructor. An instructor teaches four courses and engages· in
minimal departmental commit-

tee work ; independent study
conferen ce time is given gratis
by the instructor! With this
much work , it is easy to
negl(;!ct a student working
independently." There is a very
thin line, Dufour believes ,
between letting a student
direct his life and leavin g him
with little or no supervision.
A fair conclusion might be
that while it - does seem that
the procedures for obtaining
credit for large student-directed projects may be evolv ing
toward more structure, more
bureaucracy , the faculty members remain open-minded .
" Although faculty signatures
are - required on application
forms and such," Tom Hoberg
strongly believes that " instructors rarely refuse to sign them .
There is no trouble from the
faculty , on
working the
system ."
" I am very interested in
structural changes in the
institution to allow more
emphasis on student-oriented
education. I see changes
coming," prophesied Vic DuFour, " within the enti re
university. The changes are not
years away - maybe months,
maybe a year ." .
That will be something to
look to, at least until the
bureaucracy catches on.

A Time To Remember
by Maxine Levey
· Purim, the · most joyous
Jewish holiday of the Year, will
be celebrated by Kial Y'lsroel
with a carnival to be held in
. the A-Lounge on Thursday,
March 15 from 10 A.M. to 2
P.M .
This holiday, which commemorates yet another struggle and victory in the name of
religious freedom, is observed
with many customs. Because iJ
is of primary importance that
everyone have a good time, a
carnival has become an
integral part of the Purim
celebratio n . The Megillah
. (Book fo Esther in the Bible),
which tells the story of Purim ,
is read in the synagogues, . and
every time the name of Hamen
(the vi lain) is mentioned, the
children are encouraged to
rattle and shake their noisemakers as hard as they're able
- quite a deviation from the
decorum usually maintained!
· Everyone partakes of the
traditional treat, hamentaschen
(three-cornered pastries filled
with fruit of cheese), so named
because .the infamous Hamen 's
hat was believed to have been
triangular.
Another custom is that of
"Shaloah Manot" which is
observed by sending at least 2
gifts to a friend - preferable
some type of food that may be
eaten without further preparation. The poor are remembered
on every holiday, and this is no
exception: every Jew is obliged
to give a at least two gifts (one
a piece) to two needy people
so that they also may enjoy the
festivities .
The story of Purim took
place about 2000 years ago, in

Persia, which is Iran today.
When Israel was under the
dominion of Persia , its erratic,
willful king, Ahasuerus, was
persuaded by his vicious prime
minister, Hamen , to destroy all
the Jews in his extensive
kingdom . Cognizant that all
previous attempts to eradicate
the Jews were unsuccessful,
Hamen , a superstitious man,
decided to cast lots (Purim is
the word for " lots" in Hebrew)
to
determine
the
most
favorable day for his heinous
plan.
Before Hamen was appointed prime minister, the king had
executed his first wife, for
disobedience on the advice of
ministers. This done with a
rather hasty decree, and the
king _ soon
regretted
his
decision and decided to
remarry . At his command, all
the prettiest young women in
the land came to Shusan, the
capital of Persia, so that he
might choose the next queen .
The king was enchanted with a
young Jewish woman named
Esther, and selected her to be
his next wife. However, he was
unaware that Esther was
Jewish, and on the advice of
her guardian, her uricle
Mordecai, she didn't acknowledge it. Mordecai was· worried
that if the king became
despleased with Esther, all the
Jews would be the object of his
wrath.
One . day, in the vicinity of
the palace, Mordecai over. heard a plot to destroy the
king . He immediately reported
it to Esther, who relayed it to
the king. As a result, Mordecai
was honored as a hero.
Meanwhile Hamen had
advanced to the highest

position of honor in the court,
speedy decree was sent
and by command of the king,
throughout the . kinL ::lorn to
all subjects were required to
save the Jewish people , and
bow down in his presence .
that fatefu I day, so carefu I ly
Mordecai refused to bow down
selected by Hamen with lots,
to any man because, in his
became his own execution day,
estimation, only Cod was
and a day for the Jews to
worthy of such an honor.
rejoi ce.
Hamen became enraged at thfs ·
The faith and determination
disrespect, and when he found
displayed in the face of
out that Mordecai was Jewish,
destruction, and the ensuing
contrived a plan to destroy al I
victory, serve as reason enough
the Jews. He told the king that
to rejoice; for the conviction
a certain people, scattered
that the Just will triumph over
about the kingdom, had lows
and customs that differed from
thsoe of everyone else - and
they were disloyal, besides . He
added that in his opinion, the
kingdom would be improved
without these people, and was
told by the king to do as he
"The Impact of the Urban
wished.
University on its Students" is
Decrees announcing Hathe theme of the third annual
men 's plan were sent all over
university counseling center
the kingdom , and as soon as
symposium to be held at
Mordecai heard the news, he
Northeastern Illinois Univerpleaded with Esther to save the
sity, Bryn Mawr at St. Louis
Jews. She thought of a plan to
Ave., March 20. The sympohave ;1 small banquet, invite
sium is under the direction of
the king ang Hamen , and to
Dr. Griff Pitts, director of the
plead for mercy for her people.
university counseling center
(Meanwhile, the king, who was
and associate dean of studer::its.
unaware of all that was going
The public is invited. There is
on,
decided
to
reward
no admission charge.
Mordecai for saving his life,
Highlighting the symposium
and with an unwilling Hamen
at 10 a.m . is the report of a
acting as his messenger, did
so.)
study of the 1966 freshman
class of Northeastern regarding
At the banquet , Esther
explained to the king, who had •. the change, if an,y ; in the
students' attitudes, goals, and
promised to grant whatever she
values during their college
wished, that she and her
careers by Mildred Henry,
people were about to be slain
Center for Research and
by decree of Hamen .
Development in Higher EducaHamen, unaware of the
tion, University of California,
queen's religion, turned white
Berkeley.
with terror. King Ahasuerus
Ms. Henry questioned the
said that the gallows prepared
students upon their entrance to
by Hamen would still be used
Northeastern in 1966 and upon
for Hamen himself. A

the Wicked gives the Jewish
people
the - strength
to
continue their religion , and
thus celebrate this holiday with
such fervor .
Hamen is still around today,
however, _and has appeared in
th e form of Hitler and the
hostile Arabaic nations. But
the Mordecais and
Esthers
who fought in WW II , ana the
6-Day War assure the future of
Judaism .

Counseling Ce.nter
Symposium
their graduation in 1970.
During that
period
she
personally interviewed stu dents who were selected at
random. This is the first full
report of that study .
Dr. S. Norman Feingold ,
national director of the B'nai
B'rith Career and Counseling
Services, Washington D. C. will
give
the
major
speech,
" Colleges and Universities :
Career Development for Human Potential, " at 1 p:n . The
morning session will be held in
the A-wing lounge of the
university. The afternoon
spee'ch will be in lecture hall
1-002 in the new classroom
building on Bryn Mawr Ave .
Following Feingold's speech
there wi 11
be an
open
aiscussion
in the basement lounge, " The Cellar," of the
classroom building with Ms .
Henry giving a final synthesis
of the day's happenings and
concluding remarks about her
research .

/
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Getting Federal Aid?
You're in Trouble!
The cost of education is again, apparently, going up, unless Congress acts to
prevent Nixon from 'cutting existing l?rograms and substituting his own programs
which would ca.use some immediate problems for many Northeastern students who .
now -receive Federal fun.ds [see page 1 of last week's PRINT ].
PRINT would suggest students who now get Federal assistance [and other
students who do not support Nixon's new plan] to write to:
CONGRESSMAN JAMES O'HARA, Chairman, House Special Subcommittee on
Education, House of Representatives, Washington, D.C. and
CONGRESSMAN JOHN ERLENBORN, House Special
Education, Ho~se of Representatives,.- Washington, D.C.

Subcommittee

on

This will coordinate with the efforts 'of a delegation of Illinois students now in
,Washington .
PR INT also suggests Federally assisted . students see the Financial Aid office to
fi nd out how a change in programs would affect them, and what to do to assure
sufficient funds to continue their education.

letters

A11°letters must be typed and signed. Names will be withheld upon request. ·

-Student· PClrking
Regulations
TO : William· H. Lienemann,
.Vi ce-President Administrative Affairs
f-ROM : Daniel Kolb , President
of Student Senate
RE : Letter of February 26, 1973

nient parking for the faculty
and staff .
2. " If all student parking
are.as are filled and on-thestreet parking is necessary, use
only the south side of Bryn ·
Mawr Avenue and the west
.
side of St. Lou is Avenue "
I . was u·nder the impression
that the slreets in the city of
Chicago are open to parking by
all citizens · and taxpayers of
Chi cago. Isn't it true, Dr.
Lienemann , that the ratio of
parking spaces available to
students vs. cars driven by
students is much higher than
spaces available for faculty
and staff vs. their cars driven .
After all even if their lot is
filled they've got access to the

I don 't feel as if the question
I as ked was ever answered. You
se nt a copy of the notice sent
to fa culty and civil service
peopl e, which , as you will
no te, are not under the format
of " PARKING REGULATIONS. "
I as k you , Dr. Lieneman,n, if
· the fol lowing " regulations" are
appropriate to ask of the
students :
1. " lo maintain good relation s with the community and
to insure convenient parking
for the faculty and staff , all
general parking lot.
students are to observe the
" Under no circumstances
following regulatio.ns"
·
are students to park in areas
I was never aware that we
the students are following , reserved for faculty and staff ."
The way is written, there are
regulations to insure conve-

3:

no ci rcumstances. What happens if my friend has a broken
leg and it's easier for him to
get into a car via the exit in t he
ci'assroom bu ilding; ttie way
this is written I'm not even
al lowed· to park there and wa it
for him.
4 . "Students who vio l ate
these parking regulations wil l
be subject to dis ciplina ry
action."
I would like to know what
disciplinary action would be
taken against me for refusing,
as my right as a citizen of
Chicago, and park on the north
side of Bryn . t-,fawr, or the west
side of St. Louis.
These are the questions I
would like answered by you or
by President Sachs.

Women 's
Volleyball Team

Wei I Received
Dear Sir:

I am a student of Brigham
Young University and have had
the pleasure this past week-end
to be the hostess for your
women's Volleyball team . This
is an informal letter to let you
and possibly the faculty, know
what an extreme pleasure it
was for me to meet and be
with your team.
There is indeed a call for
Sincerely,
much recognition · to be
Daniel Kolb,
brought .to this team . They
President Student Senate came he re unknown and
• represented your fine school.

They were most gracious to
other teams and really added a
special spark of enthusiasm to
this past tournament. There
were times when they were low
and b~hind but without fail
they would bounce back and
make everyone realize what
great athletes they a·re.
On behalf of myself and the
· school , we thank -you for
letting us meet ahd be with
them ?IL Thank-you again!
Sincerely,
Carolyn Pickett
(Carrie)

16, March, 1973
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Go To the People's Republic of China
"I was the only one
permitted to enter China last
year . But this year 10
Northeastern students will be
allowed to visit the People's
Republic. Dr. Harry Kiang of
the Geography Department
recently announced the details
of a course offered at UNI
which students will travel
through Red China . They will
earn 6 trimester hours of
undergraduate or graduate
credit during the Summer eight
week session this year. The last
four weeks of the course will
find the class in China , Japan,
Taiwan , Hong Kong, Singapore
and Thailand .
The Geography of China
meets 6 hours a week during
the first four weeks and is for
graduate students only . Independent Study in Geography
and
Field
Seminar and
Comparitive Studies are for
either graduate or undergraduates and ' have no regular
meetings b_
u t rather individual
c9nferences . Each of the three
courses designed for the
travel-study program (The trip
to China) provides three hours
of trimester credits .
Visiting China is an option
for those who have the
necessary permits to enter
(they can be obtained with the
help of Dr. Kiang) . Those
who prefer not to travel in
China can visit the other Far
Eastern countries. Either option
will cost the student $1 ,620 for
35 days. The students that take
the China option get three
meals daily, a room , lectures
and
all
air
and
land
transportation as wel I as in the
other places in t he tour.
Due to space problems when
traveling through China the

number
of
people
will
probably be limited to ten . If
you are interested you should
contact Dr. Kiang as soon as
possible . A $200 deposit is
required of those going so the
necessary arrangements can be
made. The Deadline for the
deposit is May 20, 1973 and
the full amount must be paid
by June 15th. Financial Aids
has student loans available for
those wishing to participate
but cannot presently meet the
money deadlines.

The Summer, 1973 Travel and
Study Program.
July 21, 1st day: Leave
Chicago for Tokyo, lose a day
by crossing the International
Date Line .
July 22, 2nd day: Dinner on
plane and canape buffet at
Pacific Hotel, Tokyo.

Kyoto.
July 28, 8th: Visit of the
Kyoto Metropolitan Government, Sound and Light show at
the Kyoto International Hotel
from members of the Royal
Shakespeare Company of
England. The topic is the Heian
Year.
July 29; 29th: Flight from
Osaka to Taipei, stay in Central
Hotel, and city tour in the
afternoon .
July 30, 10th: Lecture by Dr.
H. C. Sha, Dean of the College
of Arts at the National Taiwan
Normal University.
July 31, 11th: Flight to
Hongkong, stay in Excelsior
Hotel.
Aug. 1, 12th: Tour of the
Island .
Aug. 2, 13th: Tour of
Kowloon
and
the
New
Territories .
Aug. 3, 14th: Macau tour
optional.
Aug. 4, 15th: Visit Un iversity
of Hongkong and lecture by
Dr. C. J. Peng of the university .
Aug. 5, 16th: Flight to
Singapore, stay in Shangri-la
Hotel.

July 22, 2nd: Dinner on
plane and canape buffet at
Pacific Hotel, Tokyo.
July 23, 3rd: City tour of
Tokyo.
July 24, 4th:' Lectures on
Japan by Professor Nasao
Aug. 6, 17th: Tour of
Watanabe of University of
Singapore and lecture by
Tokyo, evening entertainment
Professor C. H. Tai from
at the· Kokusai Theater.
University of Singapore.
July 25, 5th: Visit of the
Aug . . 7, 18th: Fl~ght t~
Tokyo Metropolitan GovernBangkok, stay in Dus1t Tham
ment and study its urban and - ---1jlotel.
.
environmental problems and
Aug. 8, 19th: Floating market
plans .
tour.
Aug. 9, 20th: Visit of the
United Nations' headquarters
July 26, 6th: Morning flight to
for studying the Mekong River
Sapporo, Hokkaido, motorProjects and their latest
coach to Lake Shikotsu and
developments, Thai dinner
visit of the Ainu Village of
with Thai classical and folk
Shiraoi , and afternoon flight to
dances .
Osaka; stay in Miyako Hotel,
Aug. 10, 21th: Flight to
Kyoto.
Hongkong and stay over night
July 27, 27th: City tour of
in Excelsior Hotel.
Aug. 11-16, 22th-27th: Transfer to Universi ty of Hongkong
for a week of lectures by
geographers at the university.
Aug. 17-23, 28th-34th: Stay
at University of Hongko ng fo r
indi vidual research projects .
Cou nci I, and two (2) students
fo r In st ru c ti o nal Cou n c il.
Peop le outside of Se nate are
espec ially req uested fo r th e
Instru ctional Coun c i I sin ce it
meets the same t ime as the
by Barb Morin
Se nate (Thu rsdays at 1:00 p.m .)
Keep tabs o n t he Placement
As w it h every committee,
Off i ce Bull e tin Boa rd! A
pros pec ti ve students are precompl ete li stin g of semin ar/
se nted to t he Se nators, at the
rec rui t ment dates w ill suppl y
next senate meetin g, •w ith their
knowledge to on-ca m pus " embackgrou nd informa t io n. The
p loyment happenin gs ."
Senate t hen votes , and t he top
Coming u p on t he 20t h of
vote getters get seated o n t he
M arch - Th e State of Illin ois
commi ttee .
Depart m ent o f Person ne l. From
Dan Kolb, p resi dent says ,
10:00 to 11 :00 Carl Bruhn ,
" These comm ittees are exce lRec ru it ment O ffi cer, wi II co nl e n t opport un ities to get
duct an inform al semin ar.
involved - and lea rn someFrom 12:00 to 4 :30 students
t hing about your sc hoo l and
w ho rnake an appoi ntment in
admin istration ."
ad v ance wi 11
e ngag e in
If you're interested please
indiv idua l interviews . If you
contact Dan Ko lb in E-205S
mi ssed Mr. Bruhn Febru ary 6th
phone exten sion 455. Voting
fo r t hese two com mi ttees will
take p lace March 15, at 1: 00.

Students Needed For
Committees
The St udents Affai rs Council 's du ty is to " Deve lo p
poli cies relating to Student
Affa irs and to act as an appea l
board fo r a rev iew o f a
de c i si o n in volvi n g st ud e nt
affai rs upon t he req uest of a
student or student orga ni zation." (Stude nt Se nate Co nst itut io n of 1973). .
The In stru ctiona l Coun ci l
makes decis io ns regard in g any
academi c area on campu s.
Examples are pass/ fa il , calendar com m ittee (trimeste r/ quarter), and if a student shou ld get
ac c red it at i on for a c ou rse
taken at anoth er university .
Thi s is very bri efly what two
of the most im portant student
com mi ttee are responsib l e
for. You are n eeded to
fi l l v a c an c ie s. Th e Se n ate
nee ds fiv e (5) inte rest e d
peopl e to represent the UN I
students o n t hese boards t hree
(3) sfudents fo r St~de nt Af fa irs

1

The above tour costs $1 ,620
in c luding
air
and
land
transportation , lec utes, sightseeings, entertainments, bre,akfast and dinner daily and first
class hotel with two sharing a
twin bed room with private
bath and air conditioning up to
August 10, the 21th day of the
tour; room and three meals
daily for last 13 days in
Hongkong.

The China Option - subject to
the approval by the Chinese
authorities .
July 21, 1st day: Leave
Chicago for Tokyo.
July 22, 2nd: Stay in Pacific
Hotel, Tokyo ..
July 23, 3rd: Flight to
Hongkong and stay in Excelsior
Hotel.
July 24, 24th: Train for
Canton and stay overnight in
the People's Hall Hotel.
July 25, 5th: Train for Peking
vis Hankow and a number of
other cities in China .
July 26, 6th: Arrive in Peking
and stay in the Chi en M en
Hotel .
July 27, 7th: Palace to ur and
vi sit of the Nati o nal Geog raphy
Insti tute, Pekin g.
July 28, 8th : Vi sit of t he

Employment Happenings

;

New Student Insurance ·

"STAMMTISCH"

Students who have been insured u'nder Blue

· Every Wednesday ~ p.m .

Cross/Blue Shield this trimester [Jan.-April] may
buy the new insurance if they are not going to

ERNIE'S PALM LOUNGE

register for classes, but intend to return to class in
the fall. Th is will ·allow students a "vacation"
coverage plan as we had under Blue Cross.
Students who prefer to continue with

at our 4th Ann ual Governme nt
Caree r In form ati on Day , d on't
mi ss him aga in. See Placement
fo r deta il s.
A NN O UN CING IN A DV ANCE! April 2nd - a chance
· to get out of town ! Th e
M etropo li ta n Schoo l D istric t of
Was hingto n Tow nship, In d ianapoli s, Ind iana w ill be o n
ca mpus from 9 :00 to 4:00 to
rec rui t teac her ca ndidates . Thi s
sc hoo l system in cludes city
and subu rbs wi th an in tegrated
fa culty . Min orities and wome n
are urged to sign-up! M ake an
appoin tment now . Com e to
Pl acement for detail s.

Great Wall and evening opera .
July 29, 9th: Visit of the
Peking Government and a
commune or fa ctory .
July 30, 10th: Flight to
Shanghai and stay in the Peace
Hotel with spacious room and
air conditioning from 8 a.m . to
midnight.
July 31, 11th: Visit of the
Shanghai Metropolitan Govern ment and study of its urb an
and environmental probl em s
and plan s, see a evening play .
Aug. 1-10, 12th-22nd: Shanghai
fac torie s, c ultural
in stitution s in cluding the Geography Departm ent of the
Hwai Tung University and its
nearby commun es.
Aug. 11-12, 23rd-24th: Train
to Nanking and visit of the .
Geography Departm e nt at
Nanking University, the Yangtze Bridge and the pre-1949
capital.
Aug. 13-14, 25th-26th: Train
to Soochow - silk fa ctory and
commune .
Aug. 15, 27th: Tr.ain for
Shanghai and day of leisure.
Aug. 16, 28th: Flight to
Canton and stay overnight.
Aug. 17-24, 29th-35th: Train
for Hongko ng and join t he
other group in Hongkon g.

Northeastern
Student
Council for
Exceptional
Childre·n
The departm ent of Spec ial
Edu cation and t he No rtheastern Stude n t Cou n c il for
Exceptio nal Chil dren inv ite you
fo attend ou r 3rd annu al
I ntern c:1 tional Facu lty-StudentA lu mi Awards D in ner . Th e
din ne r w ill be he ld in the
North D in ing Hall of UN I o n
W ed nesday eve ning, M arch
21st at 6 :30 PM . Th ere wi ll be
lots of food , entertainm ent and
fun . Donati o ns are : Adults
$2 .00 , Stud e nt s $1 .50 and
child ren und er 12 $1 .00 . If you
pl an to attend this affair ti cke ts
may be purchased from 'th e
Depart m ent of Specia l Ed ucat i o n , room 4-05 1 i n tri e
c lassroom building .

·Kial's

Puriin Carnival

5053 N. Lincoln Ave.

FUN! FOOD! PRIZES! KISSES!
Present this Coupon at

Blue

Cross/Blue Shield can pick up a brochure and

Thursday, March 15, 10-2
anytime for one free

mailing envelope in Health Service to go on the
direct-pay plan.

The university staff is available
for consul_tation, and the
university facilities are open to
our students .
Aug. 24, 35th: Flight to the
United States; arrive the same
day due to time gain by
crossing the International Date
Line .

stein of beer.

A-Lounge
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SPUDS!

DuFour on Education
Th e wi se ·teacher lead s you
to the threshold of your own
mind - Gibran , found on a
banner cove ring the wall
opposite the door _in Dr . Victor
DuFour's office.
" The e mpha sis on th e
teac her as a repos itory of
knowledge , as a te ller of fa cts,
m ea ns the te ac her know s the
import ant things the things
worth knowing . An em p hasis
o n th e stud ent m eans he
knows at least vaguely where
hi s in terests li e. It m eans he is
ca pabl e
of
rea ding,
of
d iscuss ion , of writing . This
approac h, giving res ponsibility
to studen t-directed work, is
necessa ry to making a go of
edu ca tion today . But there is a
caution needed ; what is th e
teacher if he is not a teller of
fa c t s? The student-o ri ent ed
app roac h ca lls for a very new
ro le fo r th e teac her. He must
let th e stud ent direc t his own
life without abandoning him .
In th e Psyc hology Department ,
we arP beginning to take a
middle way, see th e tea cher
,w ither as a person who tells
th e fa c ts, nor one who blows
stud ents' minds to stimu late to
intPrPS t .
" Som etim es a student mu st
<'XJwri ence ze ro motion, which
i, "I'm not getting anything out
o f thi s course ,' for a period of
ti nw until he lea rns that the
burden o f the work of learning
is o n himself: I see the role of
tPac her as a combination of
resource ce nter and person al
in sp ir a ti o n . As a reso-urc e
c0 nter, he ca n direct th e
, tud ent in . his sea rc h for
lc•arning . to expec t people in

particular fields , to published
works unknown to the student
to areas of study the student
may be unaware of. He can
translate difficult material, and
discuss it w ith the student. As
a source of personal in spiration , I see the teacher as
projecting th e humanity of a
c o-searcher for knowledge.
Teacher and student enjoy
equal ri ghts as perso ns, as
human beings . They do not
share equal responsibilities
within th e lea rning situation,
nor equal knowledge, but share
day-to-day in tercourse, the
human processes of living.
They talk , and sometimes
topics of sttidy com e into the
conversation , but more important is the hum an relationship.
If the student fee ls he is
sustai ned among a group of
c o-learners, students , and
instructors alike, he rea li zes he
is a worthwhile person, he is a
significant person . This may be
al l some people ever need to
go ahead and grind out work at
a fantast ic rate, to take off
from there . Maybe even to
pass up the instru ctor. The
mark _ of a good teacher, I
think , is if his student pass him
up .
" This Psyc hology Department is a little different from
the average . There are a few
in structors with innovative
sty les; there are programmed
- learning courses; .there are
field service programs . These
things make the UNI Psych
major graduate
a
little
different. The department has
a study to determine the
effectiveness of our program;

by roseann podraza
This week's re cipe can be used as a side di sh or it can be eaten
as a main dish w ith app lesauce or sour cream .
· Potato Pancakes

Dr. Dufour
Sinnenberg.

and

Marcella

we survey, on a longitudi nal
followup basis ,' graduates from
the Psych program , questioning them eac h year : What
material from the program
benefits you most? There is a
theory in this, that roughly,
you don 't know what you are
getting out of a program while
you are sti ll in it. Some_
remoteness is necessary for
objectivity.
" This whole approach is
diametrically opposed to the
bureaucratic way of doing
things . But oddly enough, the
traditional educational systems
were never tested; they are just
here, and we are born into
them.
Nobody ca lls for
evaluations of the traditional
programs with the idea of
scrapping them if they do not
measure up, as they evaluate
experimental programs . It is
only recently that the higher
boards
the Board of
Governors, for instance
have begun to call for an
evaluation of the traditional
programming . And changes
evolving from results of these
eva luation s are not far away .
It's not a matter of years."

'

9 large red potatoes (grated)
1 egg slightly beaten
1 teaspoon baking powder
1 m ed ium size o ni on (grated)
1 teaspoon of sa lt
2 or 3 tablespoons of flour
8 to 10 tablespoons of Cr isco
Take out a large mixi~g bowl and grate nine large red
potatoes *, drain most of potato jui ce out. Add one slightly beaten
egg to the grated potatoes, then mix in one teaspoon baking
powder . Now take one med ium onion and grate into the potato
mixture. Add a teaspoon of salt, or if you like, season to your
tastes . Take out your flour and measure two (or three)
tablespoons then add to mixture. (Thi s is for consi stence in the
potato .,m ixture .)
· Drop one or two tablespoons of potato mixture into a fryin g
pan of Crisco vegetab le fat.. DO NOT USE VEGETABLE OIL , the
potato pancakes become heavy and greasy. U se medium heat
when fryin g the pancakes . Take the pancakes out when golden
brown .
*Use only red potatoes when making the pancakes because
they taste better .
QUICK RESCUE:
I decided at the last minute to change this week 's format to a
special. This special consists of potato recipes.
Potato-Carrot Casserole
1 ½ lb peeled, sliced potatoes
3 large shredded carrots
1 cup thinly sliced ce lery
½ cup chopped onions
¼ cup sugar
2 teaspoons salt
¼ teaspoon pepper
5 tabl espoons m elted butter
In a greased casserole combine potatoes , carrots, celery, onion,
sugar, sa lt and pepper . Drizzle butter over mi xture. Bake at 375°
for 40 to 45 minutes until vegetables are tender. Serves 6.
And now for a potato desert!
Potato Pudding

BOOK NOOK
NEW LOCA TTON!
BENEATH SOUTH DINING HALL

2 cups finely diced potatoes
1 ½ cups hot milk
4 beaten eggs
1/1 cup chopped onion
1 ½ teaspoon salt
1/ 9 teaspoon pepper
2 tablespoons chopped parsley
Nutmeg
In a pot cook potatoes in boiling water until tender; drain . In a
bowl add milk gradually to eggs . Blend in potatoes and remaining
ingredients. Pour mixture into a greased casserol e. Bake at 375°
for 30 minutes until firm. Garnish with nutmeg. Serves 6.
BYE!

NEW HOURS!
8:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. Monday thru Thursday
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Friday

Science Building
Lighting Lauded

7VEU'1 ,-f ERCHANDISE!
L'eggs Pantyhose
Paper Back Books {
Gift Items: Candles
Greeting Cards & Wrapping Paper
Plus Regular Supplies & Used Textbooks!

,I

I

I '

I

Northeastern Illinois UniverThe sc ience building, designsity will receive an award for ed by Charles Edward Stade
interior lighting at the Chicago and Associates, Park Ridge, is
Lighting In stit ute awards th e n ew
home of
the
luncheon , March 15, at the departm ent of physics , chemMarriot Motor Hotel.
istry, biology, earth science,
Northeastern was chosen for mathematics, psychology, geothe award by Norman Holt of graphy, and philosophy . The
the Alcoa Manufacturing Com- dedication of the building last
pany because of the unique October was ce lebrated with a
and excellent use of indirect " University in Action " week
lighting in the lecture halls of during which the entire
th e new scie n ce building campu s was open to the publi c
loca ted just south of the with accompanying demonstraadministration building
at tions, exhibits, speec hes, and
Bryn Mawr at St. Louis Ave .
theater offerings.
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The A111erican Indian
and The U.S. Govern111ent
by Ray Worth
Since the first European
settlers discovered North
America, and claimed the land
on whi c h 800,000 Indians
lived , the red man has suffered
much at the hands of the white
man.
As more and more white
settlements grew in North
America, the Indian was forced
to give up more of his land.
This was due to greed and the
belief that the white man
could make better use of the
hand and therefore had more
claim to it. Throughout the
early history, many wars were
fought with the Indians and
the white man , treaties were
made, more than 400 in
number between the red man
and the white man, but none
were kept. The Indian population, due mostly to the contact
with the white civilization, was
reduced from 800,000 to 44,000
by 1876. Today only a small
portion of the vast Indian
hunting ground remai ns in the
Indian hands. The exact figure
being 56 million acres or 2.9%,
all of which is mostly eroded
wasteland.
In 1775, the Continental
Congress, established a department of Indian Affairs. At first
the Indian affairs was the
responsibi lity of the Sec. of
War but in 1849 it was
transferred to the Department
of Interior and today most

Indian relationship between
the federal · government and
the Indian is transacted
through this department.
When the BIA was first
formed the policy established
was the removal of the Indian.
The Indians east of the
Mississippi surrende red their
land to the government in
exchange for western lands .
This "removal policy" was in
· effect until after the Civil War.
With the growth of the
railroad , more land was
demanded by the white
settlers. This brought an end to
the " remova l" policy and an
end to treaty negotiations and
was substituted by reservations. The new policy segregated all Indians on reserved land .
The government now set
certain lands aside and moved
the Indians there, no matter
how far it might be from their
homes.
-During the latter part of the
nineteenth century, large scale
efforts were made to "civi lize"
the Indian . To accomplish this,
two important aspects of
civilization was i.e., _?S hoals
and allotment of land.
The schools for the Indian
children were just a replica of
t he white
middle
class
children. Most schools were
boarding schools for the reason

th-at parents of Indian chi ldren
were considered to have a bad
influen c e on them . The
chi ldren were forbidden to
speak their own language,
observe their native religion or
respec_t their parents' ways .
The all otment of land was
suppose to develop in the
Indi an a pride in owne rship _
and stimulate in them a desire
to work this land and thereby
profit from it. This was all alien
to the Indi an and therefore
instead of working
proved

disastrous . Reservation land
was divided into plots and
distributed to individual Indians. Since the Indi an was
untrained in farming techniforbidden to sel I the land, they
ques and accus tom ed to
leased it for very little to the
cooperative ownership, they
white sett lers who came in
were unimpressed with these
flocks to eac h new reservation .
paper deeds. The results were
These condition s remain ed
that they rapidly so ld the land
the same until 1934, tlie only
to white settlers for a fraction
change being that the Indian
of what it was worth. The · was gra nted citizenship in
government seeing what was
1924. However, most of the
Indi ans had no respect for the
happening, finally tried to
white man's law and therefore
protect the Indian by making
didn 't use their power at the
the land inalienable (which
polls.
meant the Indian could not sell
In 1933, under Roosevelt,
it) for a period of years. They
John Collier was appointed
(the government) still thought
Commissioner of Indian Affairs
if the Indian was given a
and at this time major changes
chance he would soon come
took
place.
The
Indian
around to their way of thinking
Reorgani
zation
Act,
ended
the
and take pride in ownership
sale
of
the
Indian
lands,
and
and prosper from it. However,
actually restored some lands to
now that the Indian was
the Indi ans. Conservation was
encotfraged and a loan fund
set up land development.
Schools were shifted from
boarding schools for the
ch ildren to schools and
vocational training su itable to
rural life was being taught. For
many Indians this meant
improved living conditions and
a ce rtain racia l and personal
Rachwal
pride.
In 1950, the Republi ca n
help handicapped g(rls to
administration reorganized the
develop as individuals within a
Indian administration with the
group experience, and to be
intent of eliminating the end of
supplied with recreational
federal economic responsibility
facilities.
for Indians. A number of tribes
I would like to see other
were forced to accept agreeindividuals volunteer to work
men ts by which the governwith handicapped children . If
ment dissociated itself from
anyone is interested in working
the future manageme_n t of their
with the Campfire Girls or
other handi ca pped Children,
please contact me. "

Blind Student Doesn't Let
Handicap Keep Her Down
An

Interview

" I was born blind, so I don't
really make sight a priority in
my mind . I use my other senses
to get a conception of what
sight really is.
I was raised in a foster home
in Chicago and went to Bell
Grammar School. I attended
Foreman High School, and
then transferred to Jacksonville
Illinois High School where I
graduated.
I was an average student in
High School and I always did
my homework. I had people
read to me and then I typed
out the assignment. One thing
I didn't like about High School
was that people classify blind
people. When one blind person
does something everyone else
says, 'Oh this blind person can
do this. Can You?" People
generally stereotype blind
people into one group or
___category . People forget that
blind people are individuals
too and it is ridiculous to
classify them all together.
In high school I really didn 't
have than much outside social
life with people who weren't
blind. I generally tended to
associate with other blind
people. However, when I went
on to Wright Junior College, I
began to open up and socialize
with sighted people. My social
life really took a wide turn for
the better after graduatjng

with

Ruth

Shuman by Ted

from high school.
I became involved in church
activit ies at Simon Peter
Lutheran Church, where I
joined the choir, and now play
piano and guitar, sing solos,
and teach Sunday school.
These were really the first
activities that I have done with
sighted people, and it broadened my horizons .
I began getting involved
with the Chicago Association
for Retarded Children and
worked
on
fund
ra1s1ng
projects for the retarded . One
of the ways we raised funds for
the retarded children was by
door to door · canvassing. This
method along with the raffles
we had last year proved very
successful. We grossed approximately 960 dollars last
year.
I transferred to Northeastern
in order to take advantage of
their special Education Program. Through my work with
the retarded I have really
found a way in which I can
help other people.
I have for the first time in
my life gotten deep personal
satisfaction through helping
others.
Presently, I am organizing a
Campfire Girls group which
will meet on Monday nights at
Simon Peter Lutheran Church.
The function of this gro11p is to

Commentary by Ted Rachwal:
Ruth Shuman is truly a
remarkable women. She does
not let her handi c ap of
bli11clness get in her way. If she
can do anything to help other
people less fortunate than
herself, she does it.
Her work with retarded
children should be an inspiration to all of us . She has raised
thousands of dollars for the
mentally handicapped, and has
succeeded in getting numerous
people interested in their
plight.
Ruth was selected as one of
the seventy-five finalists , out of
twelve hundred applicants for
the National Council for
Voluntary Service Awards.
It goes to show that if you
are truly determined, no matter
how serious a handicap you
have it can be overcome. Ruth
went beyond this and ventured
out to help ·others.

affairs.
The last ten years have bee n
spent in considerable dis cussion of the future of the Indi an
policy but what the policy will
be is not quite clear. Some
would like the BIA removed
from the Department of
Interior to the Department of
HEW, which run s many other
serv ices in con nection with
minority groups; but there are
many Indi ans who want th e
BIA
to
re main ' in
he ·
Depa rtm ent of Interi or . What
the Indian real ly wants is for
the governm ent to give them
funds to so lve their own
problems in ways consistent to
the Indian traditions . With the
ris e of militant Indian groups ,
composed mostly of young
people who have a great deal
more knowledge about the
workings of t he white society
th an their parents, it seems
that in time more and more
Indi ans will plan their own
future and will expect the
government to recogni ze its
responsibility to them to make
up for the years of neglec t and
abuse they feel were heaped
upon their people . They feel
the governm ent should provide
adequate funds to finan ce
these various programs they
feel necessa ry . However, it
might mean new form of
militance to bring about any
substantial c han ge in the
Indian 's interest .

GAY RAP GROUP
Forming
Contact Joe Hall 8208
All Gay. People Welcome!
Meetings Will Be Held Off Campus

library Orientation
Beginning March 2, ·1973 brief orientation programs will _be held
the first Friday of every month in the Library . These sess•~~s ~re
open to everyone on campus and are- designed to fam1han~e
members ol the University with the Library's resources . Tours will
begin at 2:00 p .m .; and participants are requested to assemble
near the globe in the main Reading Room area .
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James Higa, Paper Sculptor at UNI
art," but they have none of the
bold, Campbell soup-style
garishness. His figures and
abstracts are executed in
painstaking detail, with delicacy and simplicity.
Born in Hawaii of Japanese
parents, the artist became
fascinated with folded paper at
an early age . His interest
conti nued throughout his ·
school years , his training at the
Honolulu School of Art and
Chicago's Institute of Design.
He has- continually explored
paper sculpture as an art form,
mostly in his spare time. He
see ms to have an innate ability
to mold paper with his fingers .
Nobody taught him how. His
techniques evolved as a result
of careful, tireless experimentation , co upl ed with his
knowledge of the principles of
good design .

On Thursday, March 22,
CCAB will feature James Higa,
a Chicago designer who uses
paper in a unique manner.
Instead of treating it as a
passive vehicle for ink and
brushstroke, he works with
paper itself as his raw material.
He cuts folds , twists and
crumples the flimsy substance
into dimensional sculptures .
Depending on size and shape,
the end results can be framed,
encased in pl~xiglass, hung on
the wall or from cei ling,
displayed on shelf or table . Mr.
Higa will be in the B-Lounge
from 12-2:30 demonstrating his
work .
Magazine pages, newspapers, plain brown paper, gift
wrap
Higa creates his
scu lptur"es from any available
kind of paper. His works could
perhaps be described as " pop

March 1.6, Fri.
The picture
runs 130 minutes! ...

Thestory
covers 96 of the most critical hours
. man 's h.rs tory ....
'
m

The suspense
will last through your lifetime!

Four years ago Higa found
another use for paper sculpture
in addition to one-of-a-kind art
objects. On an assignment as a
freelance illustrator, he was
encouraged to use. the paper
sculpture technique as the
basis for an illustration in an
eighth-grade English text. The
sculpture, fashioned from an 8
by 10-inch envelope, resembled the face of a stone age man.
His inimitable style drew
considerable interest, and a
number of books, magazines
and filmstrip now bear his
mark.
James Higa has worked in
the fields of advertising and
package design with Sears
Roebuck and Company, and
with Container- Corporation of
America . He is currently a " do
it yourself" freelance designer,
taking assignments that include both original artwork
and design services . But he is
at his happiest and most
prolific when he is working
with paper. His shelves and
cupboards are crammed full of
" experiments,"
sculptures
which, to his surprise, are
becoming increasingly useful
in commercial design . His
dearest wish is to devote his
whole attention to his own
invention - paper sculpture.
Some of that sculpture tan
be seen in the exhibit corridor
of the Chicago Public Library,
Michigan Ave . at Randolph St.,
during the month of April. The
exhioit corridor is open from
9:00 A .M . to 9 :00 P.M .,
Monday through Friday, and
on Saturday from 9:00 A .M . to
5:30 P.M.

Chicago Women's Liberation
Union. To these women the
What can a buck buy you in magazine meant a local place
these days of devaluation and for women to meet, speak,
inflation? How about poems, learn and grow as well as to
artworks, fiction, short stories, contribute toward the developand articles on a number of ment of a women's conscioustopics? That's right ; Black ness and perspective that is
Maria, a· feminist magazine, truly and firmly their own .
provides all this for just one
Materials from any women
buck .
are welcomed. Criteria estabBlack Maria grew out of a lished by the editorial staff of
rap group affiliated with the Black Maria are that work
submitted must be pro-woman ,
gutsy and to the point rather
than rhetori ca l. A wide variety
of subjects as possible, ranging
The following poem is dedicated to those who are parents, or
from the everyday of excepchildren, or in the Department of Education, or none of the above.
tion a I personal expe rien ce
through heavy topics is aspired
for
also.UTOPIA'S CHILD
Black Maria was originally
by Laura Stigler
planned to be a publication
dedicated for the Chicago area
exclusively. Its function was to
. Hamming it up under surgical lights
be a woman's news-m agaz in e.
And swelling with motherly vanity,
Yet other women passed t he
As I la y on the threshhold of bea;ing a life,
word arou nd and from women
My thoughts bore the marks of insanity:
across t he U .S. communi cations came into Black Maria .
From t he women t hemselves
For as my "bundle" did out of me glide,
the
reason fo r the interest of
My maternal ambitions went wild;
women w ho have never seen
And before th e umbilical cord was untied
t he publication of Blac;k Maria
I was fixed on creating Utopia's Child!
comes from the belief that she
is an extension of the curiosity
I leaped from the table with babe in one hand
and excitement women are
And Summerhill wrapped in the other;
beginning to feel towards _
My child was to be of the Natural Brand
themselves . " She - and the
Whom society wasn't to smother.
distances she has overcome is
further proof that women have
been si lent too long - Now
I hid all his clothes, let him run where he chose.
women must speak . It is no
Let him advertise acts once thought sacred;
surprise that any women's
For these natural urges, when quelled or opposed
publication gets suc h enthusiAre expressed through perversions and hatred.
astic and, at the same time
tentative response. It is no
Manners? He had none, for they 're a facade
surprise that along with a
That sugar-coats inner hostility beautiful piece of writing
And if, in his heart, he was Marquis de Sade
comes the query : Will this do?
A "tip of the hat" would just sicken me.
Is my voice enough? Is the
/
strength of my words and my
I fed him with truths, with love and with care
experience of interest to you?"
And taught him "What 's natural is good";
The next deadline for copy
And while I was convinced he was "I'homme de la terre", to be delivered to Black Maria
is March 15th. This issue is
The neighbors have dubbed him "The Hood".
dedicated to fiction. To submit
your work (include a short
Where I went wrong is anyone's guess;
bio.) or for more information
I thought I had raised him the way I knew best.
write to: Black Maria. P.O. Box
Perhaps if I sought a less liberal star. . . .
230. River Forest, Illinois
Oh, what's the use. We are what we are.
60305.
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ROBERT WISE PRODUCTION

MICHAEL CRICHTON

~NDROt.EDA SlRAIN
ARTHUR Hill· DA~D WAYNE ·JAMES OlSON · KATE REID
Production Designed by

Screenplay by

BORIS LEVEN. NELSON
Soundtrack Album
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Directed by
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Music by
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Be Hypnotized l
Edwin L. Baron , the world's
most famous hypnotist, will be
appearing here at UNI on Tues.
March 20 from 1-4 p.m. in the
auditorium .
Mr. Baron is the director of
the Hypnotism Institute of
Chicago, which is the oldest
school and research center of
its kind in the Midwest. Mr.
Baron graduated from Northern
Ill. UI. and later majored in

through hypnosis. At another
time he received world wide
recognition when he hypnotized. a Gary, Indiana woman for
5 days and nights, becoming
the first and only person to
achieve this. He pioneered in
the use of mass hypnosis for
therapy and has trained
hundreds of dentists and
physicians in the use of

•• •
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WRNE , Northeastern's radio
station, is holding its " First
Contest. " The prizes offered
include a $40.00 -AM-FM RCA
Transistor radio for the 1st
prize , smaller transistor radios
for 2nd and 3rd' prizes and
several record albums for
consolation prizes . The WRNE
staff is selling chances for a 25
cent donation. Stop by the
table along the north corridor

near the Auditorium and take a
look at the prizes being
offered.
Prizes will be awarded at a
drawing held on Wednesday,
March 21st at 12 noon . The
drawing will be broad cast by
WRNE , so if you can ;t be
present, bring in a radio and
tune to 640 AM to hear th e
proceedings . Prize winners will
also be announced in the

· PRINT.
Proceeds from thi s contes t
will be used for WRNE 's new
studio in E-47, the form er
location of th e Book-Nook .
To take a chan ce on -winnin g
the prizes, contact any WRN E
staff member or stop by at th e
tabl e near the Auditorium .
Listen to WRNE for furth er
detail s and prize desc ription s.

Feminist Art -

Black Art

Pshychology at Loyola U.
where he received his Ph . D.
His post graduate study was
done at the University of
Chicago and the University of
Virginia.
On numerous occasions , Mr.
Baron received world wide
recognition for his acc omplishments in the field of hypnosis,
first when he originated the
idea of helping groups of
people reduce their weight

hypnotism . He is the creator of
the records, " Relaxation and
Self Improvement," "Reduce
Through
Listening ,"
and
" Smoke No More. "
On the stage Mr. Baron has
developed an unusual technique for demonstrating hypnoti c phenomena . It is spellbinding, _yet creates· a dignified ,
clean hilarity, and is always in
good taste . Don 't miss Baron
on March 20!!

Shirley Harris
by Shirley Harris
"Overall , my job is to make
university known locally, statewide, nationally as the
unique, interesting, fine university it is. It's not difficult to
be enthusiastic because in the
time I've been here (since
Nov., 1970) I have become
enamored of it," said Shirley
Harris in discussing her job as
Editor of the News Bureau at
Northeastern .
" Specifically, I gather and
write up material for news
releases and send them to local
and metropolitan papers,
radio
and
TV
stations,
educational publications , and
the Print depending on the
subject matter."
_ Shirley also contacts radio
TV stations and newspapers for
covenge of university events ,
and generally acts as a liaison
agent of the university with the
media .
" Currently,
am in the
process of interviewing all
department chairman for an
overall feature story about the
university and other individual
features. I'm also attempting to
get photos of administrators
and faculty to accompany
biographies ." Ms . Harris takes
· and processes all of her own

Faith Ringgold, black woman
artist, will be spending a day
on campus, Thursday, March
15. She will be available in the
B-Lounge at 1 :00 on Thursday
to discuss her paintings with
any interested students . Her
paintings will be on display in
the B-Lounge from 10:00 a.m.
_to 4:00 p.m. March 12 to
March 16.
Faith Ringgold 's work has
been des c ribed as " Super
Reali sm. " She tries . to c apture
the conceptual vision of the
black image inherent in the

sculptures and masks of
African art.
Faith has developed a
poly-rhythmical space based
upon ancient African desigr
She has liberated her pictorial
conceptions from the · gravitor- ial concepts of up and down.
This requires you to look at her
work from all directions.
Faith says aeout Aer work,
- " If black art is art at all, it must
be expressive of some deep
and prevasive truth . . . is the
unmovable reality that he or
she is black in America." She

continues , " Truth i s too
difficult for most people to
deal with . Artists exist as the
only el ement within society
which can actually afford to
tell the truth about it. Telling is
not only in the " what," but
also in the " way ." Bla ck artists
must refer to the bla c k
experience for the " way," if
they are to tell the truth as
blacks ; which is to say, if they
are really to ·be black artists."
A day with Faith Ringgold is
sponsored by CCAB , th e
Commuter Center Ac itviti es
Board, E205n .

Dynamo

photographs.
Ms. Harris received
a
Bachelors in Musi c at Syracruse University. " I started life
as a violinist," she said . She
played with three symphony
orchestras on the North Shore.
" But I always wrote. I even
wrote a paper for the North
Shore Yachet Club for two
years.
My
most
recent
journalistic experence was
working as Assistant Editor of
the North Shore Chain of
newspapers which was originally Home Newspapers ti II they
merged with Lerner. Then in
1968 I became editor of
the Northbrook News till Time
Inc. bought them out. I started
working
for
the
Public
Information Office in November of 1970."
Shirley Harris with all of her
duties doesn ' t even have a
student aide to assist her, but
members of the university can
help make her job much easier
ju-st by cooperating .
" I want all the members of
the university community
and th'at includes students
to know who I am , what I am
doing, and the cooperation I
need from them. Anyone who
has information about coming
events in his area, or about

new and different organizations , courses of study , etc ., or
has written a book , done
something unusual which
would make good publicity for
the university, please call me
at University Communications

-

226."

William Wandick to give poetry reading Tuesday, March 20 at
1 :00 in the Little Theatre.
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Suggestions
Anyone?
by roseann podraza

~
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Danton's Death
by Linda Ozag

Directed by Dick Hesler,
CL1rrently featured at the
Kingston Mines Theater Friday ,
Satu rday, Sunday 8:00 p.m .
th rough April 8. It is a play of the
las t days of a revolutionary,
show in g how g ro up s are
swayed to work against the ir
heros. It is interesting to note

the staging which incompasses
t he audience. We are literally
take n into the stomach of the
p lay, the heart of Danton .
Cas ual c lothing and the
simplest of props are used so
as not to detract from the
essence of the revo lution.
Dan.ton is doomed to the
guillotine; his love of life is too
much for society to bear.

t}uo
l'odimus
Sale
lobs
For

Part -time, full -time. Men 21 yrs and
older. Apply: Andy Frain Security, 25
W. Chgo. Ave. 4th floor Chgo, Ill.
664 -8408, Mike Lyons or Charles
Silverstein , .Interviews M -F 9:30-5:00,
Sat. 9:30-4:00, uniforms furnished.

Sales Recep tionist. Misc. duties ,
phone. M -F 3-9 pm. Sat. 8:30 - 12:30.
$1.75/ hrs. to start, pay goes up if girl
stays. Consumer Marketing Service,
5306 W . Lawrence, Mr. Korepper,
685-5100.

Tutor for 6th grader, needs help in 4th
grade basics, esp. reading . Vicinity of
Cicero and Fullerton, hours flexible.
Salary open. Mrs. Ketter, St. Genevieve
School, 237-7131 , Mrs. Ketter will refer
you to the family. •

For S ales, sub - miniature camera,
Yasshica Atoren kit includes flash, case
and filters. 3 months old. Perfect
condition $60. See Joe in PRINT office
E-214 or ca ll ext. 459.

Tempora ry Work , Opinion poll on
Comnw nity Problems. $2.50/ hr. .10c
m il e if driving or transportation
ex penses portal to portal pay .
Adler -W einer Research, 2600 Peterson,
Ruth Adler, LO 1-0902.

Car for Sale: 1969 Bu ick LeSabre, 4 Dr.
H.T. 8 cyl. 350 P.S ., P.B., Vinyl top ,
air-cond., Am / Fm radio, rear def.,
Vogue tires, antique gold w / Beige
interior. Good Condition, $1,450 (best
offer) , call Joe 622-7343.

Reader for Visually Handicapped. 2-3
eveni ngs per week, 2 hrs. per night,
$2 hr. Mr. David Meador, 3647 W .
Ainslie. 539-7099.
Student Needed . March 5th interviews,
9 am - 1· pm MTW. Union positions
4-7 Thurs o nly , $25 initiation,
$11/month. Hours 2:30 am - 6:30 am,
5 days P. week . $4.75/ hr after 90 days
$5.00. United Parcel, 2525 Shermer,
Northbrook, Ill. Mark Groves, 498-5360.
Survey Interviewing , Must have ca r.
Hou rs are fle xible . $2.00/ hr. to start ,
aft er 3 jobs rate goes up to $2.50 .10c
mile for ca r expenses. Paid portal to
portal. Baygood Resea rch Co. 6054 W .
Tou hy, Mrs. Baygood, 792-0626.
Tutor for deaf girl. 13 yr. old needs to
practice using her speech ski lls,
someone to encourage conversation
af teri1oons or ea rly evenings. Salary
ope n. Mr. Fox, West Rodgers Park
Area, 561 -4557. 274-9247 home.
Beauty Salon needs girl. Attractive lady
needed t o help with exercise tables.
Hou rs: 9-3 or 9-2, 30 hours per week,
sal~rv open. Hildton Stauffer, 6150 N.
Lincoln . Miss Charm, KE 9-9657.
Typist 15 yea rs experience 180 wpm)
accurate and dependable . Will correct
speelihq and grammer. Susan Lapp.
679-4929.
Volunteer Needed! to read written
manuscripts for blind writer who lives
in the vici nity of UNI. Hours arranged ,
call Esthe r at 728-5406.

FOR SALE : Cabin Tent, large 10x14. 2
rooms with separation, easy care floor,
large screened windows and zippered
windows canopy off front, used only
once last summer still in original carton
like new. Cost was (on sale) $149.95,
will sell for 89 .00, ca ll after 3:30 pm
334-2699. ,

Pei-sonalsHELP! Kial Yisroel is in desperate need
of help for thePur im Carnival that it is
planning . We need people to help us
run booths. If you have any free time
on Thursdays, please let us know! Call
Michele by Thursday evening the
latest. 674-1219. The date is March
15th for the carnival and it will run from
. 10-2. Don't D!llay!
Help prevent Air & Noise Pollution!!'
Stop the abandonement of the Quiet,
Smokeless Trolley Buses. The C.T.A .
plans to replace them with General
Motors diesel buses. Join the Logan
Sq. Neighborhood Ass. In its fight to
keep the non-polluting trolley buses.
We need money to continue our court
battle with the C.T .A. all donations are
tax deductable. For more information
contact Don Kirchenberg at 384-4370,
2641 . N. Milwaukee Ave. Chgo., 111.,'

00647
Student.s interested in starting a PIE
project on " Problems of Living in
Urban America", please contact Don
Kirchenberg home (late evenings)
772-5493, office 384-4370.

A meeting of t he Health , _
Recreation, and Athletics Area
Co mmunication s Committee
was held in Mr. Ziagos' office,
cons istin g of Dr. Salario, Mr.
Ziagos, Dr . Butler , and myself.
·The agenda dealt primarily
with establishing channels of
communications between the
Hea lth , Rec reation , and Athle- .
tic Area and the college
community. The items proposed were a college community ,
suggestion box, the establishing of communication centers
by Linda Ozag
for P. E. Majors , and the
resumption .9f the Physical
At 72, Luis Bunuel, film director, is still rolling out films . In the
Education Activi ties Calendar .
last six years he had made " Belle De Jour," " The Milky Way,"
The suggestion box would
" Tristana," and now " The Discreet Charm of The Bourgeoisie." His
enable the Health, Recreation ,
latest is a surrealistic, madhatter party, flowing thoughout with
and Athletics area to receive
irrational and spontaneous images.
feedback concerning programs
The theme deals with the notion that the " Discreet
and activities desired by the
Bourgeoisie," as charming as they might appear, live in
college community . The sugnightmares. There is no rest for those untrue to themselves.
gestion box would be located
Bunuel's
idea for the film cam out of the question , " Some people
near the towel area by Miss
want
to
take
dinner together; they cannot, why not?" The core of
Irene Przytula's office.
the film focuses around trying to eat.
Next on the agenda; was a
The movie is a sequence of dinner parties never completed
place for P.E. Majors to meet.
without
a ridiculous intervention . The guests appear 24 hours
The meeting place cou ld be
early; the host is not home, a funeral is being held in the
used at anytime at the P.E.
restaurant they choose, the host is too busy making love to attend
Majors' convenien ce . Because
to his guests, a French ·Army troop stops by on maneuvers , the .
of limited 'space in the P.E.
area the committee, as of yet,
police come to arrest them. Interspersed throughout are dream
did not decide on a room and
sequences, inserted like a patchwork quilt, the dreams and rea lity
are opened to suggestions.
are very hard to sepa rate. Bunuel travels back and forth with
Another area of communi cameaning, symbols, dream s, and surrea lis m . It's easy to get lost in
tions for P.E. Majors was a
the flow unless you have dealt with dreams as symbol s of reality
Newsletter which wou ld anand ·as part of your subconscious. Separating dreams from real ity
nounce special eve nts, guest
is like trying to sepa rate an egg into yolk and white, while still
speakers, and other informaunbroken . To d issect the film deals with the same puzzle, there is
tion concerning P.E . Majors.
no definite _breaking apart of a whole .
The
N ewsletter
will
be
Fernando Rey, of the " French Connection," plays the lead as
sponsored by Mr. Ray Kasper
Ambassador, walking through th e dreams and reality Bunuel has
and is opened to anyone who
created, w ith a conviction that this is really how life is. While
is interested .
putting together the script, Bunuel talks the story out to the
The discussion 0 n the P.E ,
writer, Jean-Claude Carriere, who translates it to paper ... With
Majors' communication centhe actors there are no reh earsal s, no in-depth character studies,
ters turned to a mail box area
everything
is pure spontaneity, as in life. He talks to them of hi s
that consists of 300 mail boxes
dream and has them recreate it. It took two months to shoot
for the P.E. Majors . This would
" Discreet Charm" and 1 ½ days to edit. Perhaps at 72 years old,
be located on the side of the
it's a beat the clock race to see who finishes the winner.
towel room wall.
A brief comment was made
.to resume the P.E. Activities
Calendar and locate it near the
entrance -to the gym area.
The Committee's next meeting will check the progress of
the topics presented at this
months meeting.

The Discreet Charm
of the Bourgeoisie

Have you taken a chance in WRNE's
" First Contest"? You could win .
Tha n ks to the Women's Day
Committee for the free food . It was
really good!
I want to buy a bicycle. any kind will
pay up to $50. (preferably less), call
777-7882, any evening after 8 pm.
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YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO ATTEND
THE EXHIBITION OF

FAITH RINGGOLD

Black, Woman, Artist.
1963-1973
March 12-16, 1973
from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m .
Ms. Ringgold will be on campus to discuss
her work from 1:00-3:00 p.m., March 15

In the B-Lm,mge
FREE TICKETS
TO

NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY

Bryn Mawr at St. Illinois
Chicago, Illinois

RUDOLF FIRKUSNY
Pianist
Available in E223
Valid ID necessary

Sponsored by
THE COMMUTER CENTER ACTIVITIES BOARD
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Intramural Basketball
by John Demas

number two
Basketbal I.

team

in

I .M.

On Tuesday March 7, the
quarter finals started at 1 :00
Also at 1 :30 PM , AXE took
p.m ., and saw the Kolvas down on Hea lthful Living in what
the Lakers by ten poin,ts; only turned out to be a real contact
one point separated the teams contest. Hea lthful Living playat half time. "Deliveran ce" ed catc h-up basketball due to
Dave Groth, kept the Lakers in the heavy pressure put on by
the game, with his super · Brian Philber, but never took
hustling and passing ability . the lead . The man of the hour,
Capta in Chris Kalamatas of the who won the game for AXE,
Kolvas let t he second string was Jim Lindwall. With his
play most of the game. I asked great hustle with two minutes
Chris why he did this and his left in the game. He scored 4
reply was, " We want to be points and grabbed 5 rebounds
known as the two best teams in the last minute and lead his
ever in Intramural Basketball at team to a 47-43 victory .
Northeastern Illinois ." Kolvas
played steady basketball in the
1, talked to captain Brian of
second half, but played their AXE about the upcoming game
worst game ever, in winning with Kolvas and his reply was,
their 54 straight game over a 5 " Kolvas are tuff on full court,
year period . Lakers and Andy but I think they are finally
" B Fer" Parino quit shooting, going to lose."
and fell short at the end 57-47 .
Challengers played Head
At the other end of the court
Roach at 1:00 p .m. and took a at 1 :30 p.m . Rip City played
quick lead of 10-4 before Head host to the Old Timers , who
Roach could finish what they are
coached
by
"Rusty
started . For the first time ever Scooter" Doc Waechter. Rip
in Intramural Basketball I City started shooting right
noticed a team play with three away and caught the Old
men on defense and a fourth Timers sleeping and took a
man under the basketball not 12-2 lead within three minutes.
waiting for the fast break . Al " Airfield" Lamirand being
Head Roach , who might have the only big man Rip City, did
done a little before the game,
all the rebounding and played
was no match for the powerful
outstanding defense . "Mad
challengers who took an
Dog" Steve Clark displayed
impressive win in the semi
fine teamwork and Al "Barber"
finals, Challengers 74, Head
Steinman didn't miss from 20
Roach 48.26 points is a mighty
feet, as Rip City outlasted and
ran the Old Timers off · the
big to only be rated as the

Water Wonders
by Chris
Coach Tony Schimpf's fabulous flippers floated forcefully, finishing fourth for the
conference championship at
U .I.C.C. last Saturday. Rockford emerged as the winner .
We entered the competition ·
with a number of disadvantages. The first being our lack of
divers which resulted in a 24
point sacrifice to Circle . Also,
the average
amount
of
swimmers a coach can bring to
a meet consists of 18. We have
only 9. But most of those 9
talented swimmers beat out his
own previous time record at
the conference.
Ray Christi took a 2nd in the
200 backstroke in 2:14.8 an
arm length behind Rockford's
best, Tanneglia, who just
barely dripped in first. Ray's tie
knocked 0.4 seconds off the
now standing school record.

Steve Huber took an easy
3rd in the 200 breastroke .
Frowning further on our
shortcomings, is the unfortunate fact that having only 9 to
compete, a coach must spread
his swimmers thin, whi ch in
turn results in tiring them out.
In the 50 yard freestyle, Bob
Prisching swam away with first
place. His nearest competitor
was an ocean behind with a
time of 24.2 seconds as
compared with bobby's 23.5
second record time.
Karrasch, Christi, Stelnicke,
& Blaul made up the relay
team taht had 1st place stolen
from them by 0.3 of a second,
whipping the school record of
4 :00.4.
Coach Schimpf is "cautiously optimistic" about next year's
team , with returning talent and
hopeful newcomers. There was
no NAIA BID this year but next
year they'll be no stopping us!

G. W. Takes the Loss
George Williams was the
,treacherous team that alleviated our first place hope at the
Ci rcl e Sectionals . Th e Girls'
basketball team is not one to
hold a grudge but a little
revenge is always sweet! G.W.
seemed to use one set play
which consisted of swinging to
the left side, but some clever
stea ls by Laurie Foster and
Linda Harty threw them off
balance. By the half, we were
breathing easy with a 9 point
lead.
The third quarter was an
eventful one. G.W.'s passes

became more accurate and
faster, and they toughened up
they' re def ense. But our passes
were more accurate and we
were all the more tougher . A
blow to the eye didn't affect
M aruerite W eismuller's sink in g
and Joan Duggan has gained
fame with her high percentage
hitting turn around jump shots.
Joannie was high scorer with
21 points. Laurie was second
hitting 15. Well it looks as
though those howling honey
hoop hitters refuse .to lose!
Final 46-30.

court and moved into the
semi-finals. Rip City 64 - Old
Timers 54.

THE SEMI-FINALS
In what looked like an easy
win for the Kolvas in taking
th eir 55th win in a row , AXE
made it go down to the last 11
second s before the Kolvas took
the lead for the first time since
the ·halftime. George Keehn 's
12 footer in the c losing
seconds gave the Kolvas all
they needed to make it to the
finals. Chuck Haymes played
brilliant defense for only being
a Kolvas for one year. Final
Kolvas 29, AXE 38 :

In the semi-final game the
Challengers played Rip City on
full court and gave Rip City
some of their own medicine as
they ripped them by 28 points
when it was all over. Ed
Thomas' 17 points was too
much for the short men of Rip
City. Dennis Doyle showed up
for the first time for the City
boys but the old varsity
veteran didn 't help his team at
all. Challengers to another
impressive victory 67-39.

QUA RTE R FINA LS
Kolvas 57, Lakers 47
Challengers 74, Head Roach 48
Rip City 64, Old Timers 54
AXE 47, Healthful Living 43

I

******

KOLVAS
Chuck Haymes
Ken Smagacz
Tom_5tiglic
Jerry Kehn
Chris A_ K<\lamatas
Frank Tiritilli
George ~~ehn

FGM

FGA
2
8
3
8
4
2
_9

0
5

36

19

TOTAL

R
1
6
1
2'

5
2
1
5
,

0

i'o

5
1
0

2
10
5
2
10

16

39

Half-time Kolvas 24 - AXE 23.

AXE
5

4

5

8

7

2

5

5

6
8
5

3
6
3

2
3
5

6
13
6

29

18

CHALLENGERS

FGA

FGM

Berry Smith
Ed Thomas
Wally Lewis
Bemis Lester
Ralph Hargrett
James Paul
James Crawford
James Wyler

11
14
6
6
4
11
8

6
8
4
2
3
4
6
0

1
5
3
2
1
2

12
17
8
4
6
8
12
0

6J

33

16

67

2
4
2
2

8
6

Rich Mazuk
Dave Douglas
Brian Philber
Peter Opostol _
Stu Koffman
Bill Sacheck
Jim Lindwell
Chris Meyer

--

-20
R

38

TOTAL

Half-time Challengers 25 - Rip City 13_

RI P CITY
Steve Clark
Al Lamirand
Al Steinman
Dennis Doyle
Jim Danford .
Bod Capcia

10
5
8

10
7
0
40

4
3
5
2
5
0

·-19

1

- 12-

11
4
10
0
39

State Tournament
by Nancy Bartosch
With the theme of " Let's
Score Two : points and friends ,"
the Illinois Womens' State
Basketball Tournament got
.underway last Friday, March
2nd . Twelve teams participated
in the contest which was
hosted by Concordia Teachers
College in river Forest. The first
two games pitted Goerge
Williams against Principia and
UNI against University of
Illinois.
UNI came out on the floor
all fired up for this · game,
which would decide who
would move on to face No . 1
ranked ISU . Starting for UNI
were Joan Duggan, Marguerite
Weismuller, Linda Harty, Laurie Foster and Betty Jo Kukla .
Both teams played a very
aggressive offense and defense
in the first quarter which
ended with uni on top 12-1
From the second quarter on,
our girls ju st couldn't keep up
with the fast moving pace. Our
terrific zone defense had
broken down and we just
couldn ' t buy a basket. We only
had 7 team fouls which is and
all time low, but sunk only 3 of
15 from the charity I ine. By the
third quarter, 1llinois had
pulled out to a 20 point lead
and went on to win the game
going away 51-21 , despite a
last and quarter effort by the
girls. High scorers for UNI were
Joan Duggan with 10 points

and Marguerite Weismull e r
with 8. Credit should also be
given to the other four players
who come in under pressure
and made a great effort to turn
the game around . They were :
Kathy "Pistorl Pete" Serczyk,
Jodi Connors , Lourdes Ubides,
:and Joyce Palmquist.
UNl 's loss put them in the
co nsolation flight to play
against Concordia at.9 :00 A .M .
Saturday. The winners of this
game would advance to meet
Illinois in the semifinals of the
consolation bracket.
Both teams were read y to
go, but it was Concordia, with
the home court advantage,
who drew the first blood with
two quick baskets .
But UNI was not to be
deni ed and rolled up 10 points .
Before CTC eve n knew what
happened . At the close of the
first we lead 11-6. Our players
continued to hu stle, " making
the score 20-10, wh en Co ncordia got hot and scored the next
9 points to end the half with
UNI leading by a slim 1 point
margin . This apparently gave
Co ncord ia the momentum they
needed becaue they moved
out to a 30-23 lead before
Coach Guzik called time with
about four minutes left in the
quarter. Our team closed the
gap to six points, whi ch is how
the third quarter ended with
UNI trailing 34-28. In the last
quarter with 4 :30 left to go, we

pulled within 4 by th e teams'
great passing to Marguerite who
hit for 6 points. UNI put on a
press and out scored Concordia
4-1 making the score 39-38 .
With 3:41 left in the game,
CTC ca lled time out. They
then scored 3 points, wh en
Marguertie stole the ball and
scored with 30 seconds to play .
We were doen by 2 points an
dit was Concordia's ball out.
UNI stole it and took a shot
with 10 seconds left. It mis sed
and the rebound was no good .
The ball went out of bounds
off of Lauri e Foster who w as
hurt on the play when she fell
and suffered a cut und er her
chin which required 6 stitc hes.
The clock was stopped at 0 :1
seco nds
left . Tim e
out
Northeastern. Concordi a had
the ball out at ou r end. W e
made a d es perate attempt to
get the ball but time ran out
and Concordia won 42-40 .
Lead in g all
scorers was
Marguerite W eismull er with 18
points. Domin ating the boards
for UNI were Hoa n: Du ggan,
w ho contributed 9 points and
Laurie Foster who had 8. Linda
Harty and BJ Kukla kept the
team moving with their
passing. The spirit from the
bench was provided by Kathy
Sercyk , Lourdes Ubides, and
Joyce Palmquist. Congratulations to Coach Betty Guzik and
all the girls on the team for a
fine effort.
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John C. Demas

Breaks Rings!
John C. De mas took on a
da re to break as ma ny six pac k
rings as we could get. The site
of thi s event was th e apt.
whe re 70 six pack rin gs we re
laying in a d ra we r. Witn essed
by Tom Poul os , Te rry Ri zzo,
Darre ll Beck, Joe Leo ne, a nd
Tom Ma rkows ki , Jo hn broke
the rings as fast as Vito Ge ntile
coul d fold t he m. Jo hn di d a ll
70 in a matte r o f 12 minutes.

For all of you who don't kn ow
how hard it is to break a six
pack ri ng); take t he plasti c ri ng
from a six . pack, (Stroh's
prefe rably ) Fold it so t he re is
on ly o ne ring, put your fi nge rs
in sid e and pu ll it a part in front
of your chesJ.
O ut hats are off to J. C.
Demas . Joh n will take on all
comers to break his record .

UNI
Hockey Awards

Goalte nde r, Art Kasak, 21 , a
produ ct of the Oak Park
hoc key system a nd a graduate
of Oa k Park Hi gh School
rece ived a vast majority of
votes casted by his fe ll ow
teammates to easi ly win the
hockey cl ub's Most Valuable
HOCKEY CLUB 1972-73 FINAL STATISTICS
Pl ayer Award . Kasak , who is
al so a catc he r on NortheastHOCKEY CLUB 1972-73 SEASON
GOLTENDERS
e rn's baseba ll team made more
saves thi s year than any goalie
RECORD: WON - 7, tOST - 23, TIED - 2
Art Kasak: Won - 4, Lost - 21, Tied - 1
in the natio n, des pi te havin g a
PLAYER
Goals
Assists
Total Points
E
N high goa l against ave rage. Artie
Goals Aga. Garnes Appr. Min. Ply.
mp. 1 was called on to make as many
Capparelli , Ralph C.
24
27
51
as 75 saves in one game and
1610:00 6
28
235
Totals
Karouzos, Dean
18
21
39
justly deserves the award .
580:00 4
79
10
CSCHL - div.
Menzer, Fred
24
12
36
Northeastern 's goal a ttack
340:00 1
57
6
CSCHL - non-div .
Signoretti , J. Robt.
12
17
29
was usu a lly centered around
110:00 0
21
2
CSCHL - tourn.
four players. Ra lph Cappare lli ,
Paglin i, Jac k
4
12
16
580:00
10
NON Conference
78
wh o lead last year's club in
Scannell , Jim
11
4
15
scoring, lead the way again
Milz , Bob
8
7
15
Glenn Ferrentino: Won - 3~ Lost - 2, T ied - 1
with 51 tota l poin ts , (24 goals
Ross, Mike
7
5
12
280:00 0
6
28
Totals
and 27 ass ists). · Cappare lli ,
Hesotian, Jack
1
11
12
from Loyola Academy and a
CSCHL - div .
Bree n, Mar k F.
4
4
8
produ ct of the Park Ridge
20:00 0
CSCHL - non-div .
7
Cze rn ick , Phi l
4
3
7
hockey
system also fini shed
CSCHL - tourn .
Vrchota, Mike
fifth
in
both
tota l points a nd
1
2
3
260:00 0
5
NON Conference
21
goals scord in the central
Gorr, Allan
2
States Coll eg iate Hoc key LeaWei rnhoff, John
1
0
._PENAL TY TOTALS No. Penalties Total Minutes
gue, scori ng 15 poi nts, (7 goals
Larnensdo rf, Chuck
0
and 8 assts.)
42:00 (+ 1 game misconduct)
18
Vrchota, Mike
Kasak, Art
0
1
1
Fini shing second in scoring
40:00
20
Karouzos, Dean
Hellenbu rg, Paul
0
0
0
o n t he tea m was Dea n
40:00 (+ 1 game fighting)
17
Capparell i, Ralph
Schag, E. John
0
0
0
Ka rou zos from · La ne Tech .
.
36:00
14
Kasa
k,
Art
Karouzos pil ed up 39 points,
Donoghue, Dan
0
0
0
20:00
10
Breen, Mark
(18 goa ls a nd 21 ass ists). The
Ferrentino , Glenn
0
0
0
"Colde n C reek" a lso fi gured in
20:00
Gorr , Allan
10
the CSCHL scoring leade rs with
18:00
9
Milz
,
Bob
HOCKEY CLUB 1972-73 SEASON
10
points, good e no ugh for
17 :00
7
Hesotian, Jack
FINAL SCORING BREAKDOWN
te nth in the league. Fred
8:00
4
Pagl ini, Jack
Me nzer, who mi ssed several
PLAYER
CSCHL
CSCHL
CSCHL
Non
6:00
3
Signoretti, J .R.
ga mes late in the season d ue to
tourna.
divisional non-div.
conference Scannell, J irn
4:00 (+ 1 game misconduct) injury fini shed thi rd o n the
2
G
A
G
G
A
G
A
A
2:00
team wi th 36 poin ts, (12 goals
Ross, Mike
and
24 assists).
2:00
Ferrentino,
Glenn
Cap pare lli , R.
7
8
0
2
1
14 18
Th e fo urth hi g h sc orin g
2:00
Larnensdo
rf,
Chuck
1
·2
Menzer, F.
7
0
2
1
3
9 12
player on Northeaste rn was J.
Karouzos, D.
4
1
2
1
2
10 13
6
8 :00
Tearn ·(bench) Penalties 4
Robe rt "Rin go" Si gnore tti , who.
Signoretti, J.
0
3
4
0
0
9 12
is 30 going on fo rty . J.R . pi cked
7
Paglin i, J.
2
3
0
1
1
up
29 points, com bined by 12
·32 GAMES (including one overtime)
goa ls and 17 ass ists . Si gnoretti ,
Scannell , J.
4
2
0
0
0
5
4
0
TOT AL GOALS FOR
108
who hoped to be named
Milz, B.
0
1
0
1
0
0
8
5
Rookie of the Year, nas been
TOTA L GOALS AGAINST 269
Ross, M.
2
1
0
1
0
0
5
3
nomin ated fo r Vetera n of the
7
Hesotian, J.
0
4
0
0
0
0
Year.
4
Bree n, M.
1
1
0
1
0
0
Eig ht othe r No rt heas te rn
Czernic k, P.
2
1
0
0
0
0
3
Hoc key Clu b p laye rs will
Vrchota, M.
0
0
0
0
1
0
rece ive awards fo r sati sfactory
0
1
Gorr, A .
1
0
0
0
0
0
duty on the squad of 22. They
a re : playe r/ coach ,; Mike Vrch1
We irn hoff, J.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
o t, Altern a te· c apt.; Ma rk
Larnen sdorf, C.
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
Breen , Bob Milz, E. Jo hn Sc hag,
Kasak, A.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
altern ate ca pt. ; Ja ck Pagl ini ,
T IED
WON
LOST
Jack Hesotian, Mik e Ross, a nd
CSCH L Divisio nal
10
0
- Phil Cze rni ck.
0
Dr. Robert Gi lbert, fac ul ty
CSC HL Non-Div.
1
5
0
adviso r of the cl ub wil l a lso be
CSCH L Tournament
2*
O*
0
honored.
Non Conference
2
6
6

VOLLEYBALL

IN TRAM URALS

COMING SOON!

---

